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CROP BREEDING, GENETICS & CYTOLOGY

Biplot Analysis of Test Sites and Trait Relations of Soybean in Ontario

Weikai Yan and Istvan Rajcan*

ABSTRACT this reason, MET are conducted throughout the world
for major crops every year in which multiple traits andSuperior crop cultivars must be identified through multi-environ-
characteristics are usually recorded. However, effectivement trials (MET) and on the basis of multiple traits. The objectives

of this paper were to describe two types of biplots, the GGE biplot interpretation and utilization of the MET data in making
and the GT biplot, which graphically display genotype by environment selection decisions remain a major challenge to re-
data and genotype by trait data, respectively, and hence facilitate searchers. Effective analysis of MET data becomes an
cultivar evaluation on the basis of MET data and multiple traits. integral part of effective crop improvement. There are
Genotype main effect plus genotype by environment interaction effect two major tasks for MET data analysis. The first is to
(GGE) biplot analysis of the soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] yield determine whether the target region is homogeneous
data for the 2800 crop heat unit area of Ontario for MET in the period

or should be divided into different mega-environments;1994–1999 revealed yearly crossover genotype by site interactions. The
the second is to select superior cultivars for a giveneastern Ontario site Winchester showed a different genotype response
mega-environment on the basis of multiple traits in addi-pattern from the three southwestern Ontario sites in four of the six
tion to yield per se (Yan, 1999). The fulfillment of bothyears. The interactions were not large enough to divide the area into

different mega-environments as when analyzed over years, a single tasks depends on an understanding of (i) the GE interac-
cultivar yielded the best in all four sites. The southwestern site, St. tion pattern of the MET, which has been the focus of
Pauls, was found to always group together with at least one of the numerous studies (e.g., Kang, 1990; Kang and Gauch,
other three sites; it did not provide unique information on genotype 1996; Cooper and Hammer, 1996), and (ii) the interrela-
performance. Therefore, in future cultivar evaluations, Winchester tions among the breeding objectives (Yan and Wal-
should always be used but St. Pauls can be dismissed. Applying GT lace, 1995).
biplot to the 1994–1999 multiple trait data illustrated that GT biplots

Recently, Yan (1999) and Yan et al. (2000) proposedgraphically displayed the interrelationships among seed yield, oil con-
a GGE biplot that allows visual examination of thetent, protein content, plant height, and days to maturity, among other
GE interaction pattern of MET data. The GGE biplottraits, and facilitated visual cultivar comparisons and selection. It was
emphasizes two concepts. First, although the measuredfound that selection for seed yield alone was not only the simplest, but

also the most effective strategy in the early stages of soybean breeding. yield is the combined effect of genotype (G), environ-
ment (E), and genotype by environment interaction (GE),
only G and GE are relevant to, and must be considered
simultaneously, in cultivar evaluation. Hence the termSuperior cultivars must be evaluated on the basis
“GGE”. Second, the biplot technique developed by Ga-of multi-environment trials (MET) and multiple
briel (1971) was employed to approximate and displaytraits to ensure that the selected cultivars have accept-
the GGE of a MET, hence the term GGE biplot. Thisable performance in variable environments within the
GGE biplot was constructed by the first two principaltarget region and to meet the many-facets of the demand

from the producers, processors, and the consumers. For
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environment trials; PC, principle component; SVD, singular value de-
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components (PC1 and PC2, also referred to as primary by trait (GT) biplot, which is an application of the GGE
biplot technique to study of the genotype by trait data,and secondary effects, respectively) derived from sub-

jecting environment-centered yield data, i.e., the yield and to examine its usefulness in visualizing soybean trait
relationships, and its application in cultivar evaluation,variation due to GGE, to singular value decomposition

(SVD) (Yan, 1999; Yan et al., 2000). This GGE biplot comparison, and selection.
was shown to effectively identify the GE interaction
pattern of the data. It clearly shows which cultivar won MATERIALS AND METHODS
in which environments, and thus facilitates mega-envi- The Data
ronment identification. A megaenvironment is defined

The Ontario soybean-growing region is conventionally di-as a group of locations that consistently share the same
vided into 2600, 2800, 3100, and 3400 CHU sub-regions. Forbest cultivar(s). Another essential requirement for mega-
each sub-region there is an independent cultivar evaluationenvironment differentiation is repeatability of the which-
project. The University of Guelph soybean-breeding programwon-where pattern. Therefore, multi-site trials conducted focuses on cultivar development and evaluation primarily for

over years are essential for addressing the mega-envi- the 2800 CHU region. Data analyzed in this study were derived
ronment issue (Yan and Hunt, 1998; Yan, 1999; Yan et from the 1994 to 1999 soybean license trial data for the 2800
al., 2000). CHU region. Each year 90 to 125 adapted cultivars or breeding

In addition, the GGE biplot also has a usage in select- lines from public or private breeding programs were tested
at four sites, namely Exeter, St. Pauls, Woodstock, and Win-ing superior cultivars and test environments for a given
chester, representing the 2800 CHU region. The first threemega-environment. Provided that the genotypic PC1
sites are located in southwestern Ontario with latitude aroundscores have a near-perfect correlation with the genotype
42�N, while Winchester is located in eastern Ontario nearmain effects, ideal cultivars should have a large PC1
45�N. At each site, a lattice design (before 1998) or a nearestscore (high yielding ability) and a small (absolute) PC2
neighbor design (1998 or later) with four replicates was used.score (high stability). Similarly, ideal test environments The experiments were planted according to local practice with

should have a large PC1 score (more discriminating of planting rate about 50 seeds m�2. The harvested plot size was
the genotypes in terms of the genotypic main effect) 8.25 m2 (four 5.5 m rows with 37.5 cm apart). Days to maturity,
and small (absolute) PC2 score (more representative of plant height, and lodging score (1–5, with 1 being the best)
the overall environment) (Yan, 1999; Yan et al., 2000). were recorded in the field for each entry. Upon harvest, seed

yield, protein concentration (%), oil concentration (%), 100-The condition of near-perfect correlation between geno-
seed weight, and seed quality (1–5, with 1 being the best) weretypic PC1 scores and genotype main effects is usually
determined. For each entry at each test site, the average yieldmet for yearly METs (Yan and Hunt, 2001), but not for
and average values of other traits were computed in accor-all datasets. To cover possible exceptions, an alternative
dance with the experimental design. The analysis reportedGGE biplot was proposed, in which the PC1 is replaced
here was based on these average values. In addition, proteinby regressions of the environment-centered yield on the yield and oil yield per hectare were computed by multiplying

genotype main effects so that the primary scores for the seed yield per hectare and protein concentration and oil con-
genotypes are exactly the genotype main effects (Yan centration, respectively.
et al., 2001). This alternative model is thus more inter-
pretable, but the greater interpretability is achieved at The GGE Biplot
some expense of reduced variations explained by the

The GGE biplot method (Yan et al. 2000) was employedbiplots.
to study the genotype by site interaction of yield. It is basedSoybean is the most important field crop in Ontario,
on the formula:grown for its protein and oil. The Ontario soybean-

growing region is traditionally divided into several sub- Yij � yj � �1�i1�j1 	 �2�i2�j2 	 εij [1]
regions on the basis of corn heat unit (CHU) (OMA-

where Yij is the average yield of genotype i in environment j;FRA, 1993) and the breeding effort of the University yj is the average yield over all genotypes in environment j;
of Guelph soybean-breeding project is focused primarily and �1�i1�j1 and �2�i2�j2 are collectively called the first principal
on the 2800 CHU sub-region, which primarily covers component (PC1) and the second principal component (PC2);
southwestern Ontario, but also a part of eastern On- �1 and �2 are the singular values for the first and second
tario. The routine cultivar evaluation was conducted in principal components, PC1 and PC2, respectively; �i1 and �i2

are the PC1 and PC2 scores, respectively, for genotype i; �j1three southwestern Ontario sites (St. Pauls, Exeter, and
and �j2 are the PC1 and PC2 scores, respectively, for environ-Woodstock) and one eastern Ontario site (Winchester).
ment j; and εij is the residual of the model associated with theStrong genotype by site interactions were noticed,
genotype i in environment j.though undocumented, from the yearly results, but it is

To display the PC1 and PC2 in a biplot, the � values arenot clear whether the four sites were different enough absorbed into the genotype and environment scores so that
to constitute different mega-environments, and whether the equation is written as:
the four sites are sufficient or if any of them are redun-

Yij � yj � �*
i1�

*
j1 	 �*

i2�
*
j2 	 εijdant for cultivar evaluation for this area. Thus, the first

objective of this study was to investigate the efficacy of where �*
in � �1/2

n �in and �*
jn � �1/2

n �jn, with n � 1, 2. This scaling
the test sites using the GGE biplot technique (Yan et method has the advantage that PC1 and PC2 have the same
al., 2000). Cultivar evaluation on the basis of multiple unit (square root of original unit Mg ha�1 in terms of yield),
traits is another important issue in plant breeding. The although other methods of scaling are equally valid.

A GGE biplot is generated by plotting �*
i1 and �*

i2 againstsecond objective of this study was to describe a genotype
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�*
j1 and �*

j2, respectively, so that each genotype or environment drawn, starting from the origin of the biplot, such that
is represented by a marker in the biplot. The interpretation the biplot is divided into sectors (quadrants) and mark-
of a GGE biplot was first described in Yan (1999) and Yan ers of the sites fall into the same or different sectors.
et al. (2000). Because the positions of the genotypes on a biplot were

unique, the perpendicular lines are also unique. The
The Genotype by Trait Biplot perpendicular lines actually serve as a facility to com-

To display the genotype by trait two-way data in a biplot, pare the two vertex genotypes connected by the respec-
the following formula is used: tive polygon side. For example, in Fig. 1A, the perpen-

dicular line to the side that connects genotypes T9310Tij � Tj

sj

� �1
i1�j1 	 �2
i2�j2 	 εij [2] and OAC9208 helps compare the two genotypes. Site
Winchester (Fig. 1A) is near the perpendicular, meaning

where Tij is the average value of genotype i for trait j, Tj is that the two genotypes yielded similarly at Winchester;
the average value of trait j over all genotypes, sj is the standard site Exeter was on the side of genotype T9310, meaning
deviation of trait j among the genotype averages; 
i1 and 
i2 that T9310 yielded better than OAC9208 at Exeter;
are the PC1 and PC2 scores, respectively, for genotype i; �j1 and sites Woodstock and St Pauls were on the side of
and �j2 are the PC1 and PC2 scores, respectively, for trait j; OAC9208, meaning that OAC9208 yielded better than
and εij is the residual of the model associated with the genotype T9310 at these two sites. Similarly, the perpendiculari in trait j. Equation [2] is a principal component analysis of

line to the polygon side connecting genotypes T9310standardized data with two principal components. Because
and K10116 helps compare these two genotypes anddifferent traits use different units, the standardization is neces-
indicates that T9310 yielded better than K10116 at Exe-sary to remove the units. PC1 and PC2 must be scaled as in

Eq. [1] so that the 1 values are symmetrically distributed be- ter and all other sites. Thus, genotype T9310 yielded
tween the genotype scores and the trait scores. A genotype better than both OAC9208 and K10116. It also yielded
by trait (GT) biplot is constructed by plotting the PC1 scores better than all genotypes in the sector between the two
against the PC2 scores for each genotype and each trait. perpendiculars flanking it, because it had the longer

All biplots presented in this paper were generated by us- distance from the origin than any of these genotypes.ing the “GGEbiplot” software developed by the first author
Consequently, genotype T9310 yielded the best at Exe-(wyan@uoguelph.ca) of this paper, which fully automated the
ter in 1994. For the same reason, genotype OAC9208biplot analysis.
yielded the best at St. Pauls and Woodstock in 1994.

As a rule, the vertex genotype in each sector is the bestRESULTS AND DISCUSSION
genotype at sites whose markers fall into the respective

Yearly Genotype by Site Relationships sector (Yan, 1999; Yan et al., 2000, 2001). Sites within
the same sector share the same winning genotype, andAlthough the magnitude of G, E, and GE variances
sites in different sectors have different winning geno-varied over years, GE is in general as important as G
types. Thus, the polygon view of a GGE biplot indicates(Table 1). Although no error estimation was available
the presence or absence of crossover GE interactionsdue to the unavailability of replicated data, the magni-
involving the most responsive genotypes, and is sugges-tude of GE interaction relative to G justifies the consid-
tive of the existence or absence of different mega-envi-eration of GE in cultivar evaluation. Depending on the
ronments among the tested sites.year, the GGE biplot explained 77% to 89% of the total

Figure 1A based on the 1994 data suggests two mega-yield variation due to G and GE (Fig. 1).
environments, one represented by the Exeter, and theThere are numerous ways to look at a GGE biplot,
other by Woodstock and St. Pauls. This pattern, how-but the polygon view of a biplot is most relevant to the
ever, was not repeated in other years. In four of the sixinvestigation of the mega-environment problem. The
years, namely, 1995, 1997, 1998, and 1999, the easternpolygon was drawn on genotypes that located furthest
Ontario site Winchester was separated from the threefrom the plot origin (0,0) such that markers of all other
southwestern sites. And in these four years, the threecultivars are contained in the polygon. These vertex
southwestern Ontario sites tended to group together.genotypes are the most responsive genotypes since they
In all years except 1995, site St. Pauls grouped with athad the longest distance from the origin. The most re-
least one of the other three sites. These observationssponsive genotypes were those that were either the best
suggest two things. First, the eastern Ontario site Win-or poorest performers at some or all of the locations.

For each side of the polygon a perpendicular line is chester may represent a mega-environment that is dif-

Table 1. Variance components of soybean genotype main effect (G), site main effect (E), and genotype by site interaction (GE) in the
2800 CHU region license yield trials in 1994–1999.

Variance components % of total variance
Number of Number

Year genotypes of sites E G GE E G GE

1994 90 4 0.018 0.043 0.027 20.2 49.1 30.3
1995 100 4 0.027 0.034 0.044 25.6 32.0 42.1
1996 90 3 0.042 0.039 0.045 33.1 30.8 36.0
1997 110 4 0.123 0.036 0.037 62.7 18.5 18.9
1998 125 3 0.737 0.041 0.039 90.3 5.0 4.8
1999 119 4 0.154 0.040 0.050 63.2 16.5 20.4
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Fig. 1. Yearly GGE biplots for yield data from 1994–1999 soybean trials in the 2800 corn heat unit area of Ontario. The names of the test sites
are spelled out in lowercase letters, with the first letter indicating the exact position of the site; the vertex genotypes are spelled out in
uppercase letters, and all other genotypes are represented by “c”.
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Fig. 2. GGE biplot based on the yield data of 28 soybean genotypes that were tested all three years from 1997–1999. (A) The genotype by
environment biplot taking each year-site combination as a single environment; (B) the genotype by site biplot on the basis of data averaged
over years. The names of the test sites are in lowercase letters and the names of the genotypes in uppercase letters. EXET � Exeter, STPA �
St. Pauls, WINC � Winchester, and WDST � Woodstock.

ferent from southwestern Ontario represented by the frequently different from the other three sites, but it is
doubtful that this difference was large enough to defineother three sites. Second, St. Pauls may be a redundant

site since it was not unique in five of six years. a different mega-environment.
A mega-environment should be defined as part of the

growing region of a crop represented by a group of sitesGenotype by Site Relations over Years
among which there are no major repeatable crossover

Since different genotypes were tested from year to GE interactions. Consequently, for a given mega-envi-
year, we further examined the genotype by site relation- ronment there exists a cultivar that performs best at all
ships using a subset of 28 genotypes that were in com- sites when evaluated over several years. Following this
mon during 1997 to 1999 (Fig. 2). As expected from Fig. definition, a mega-environment can be simple or com-
1 for the individual years of 1997 to1999, Winchester plex. A simple mega-environment involves no crossover
was different from the other three sites in discriminating GE interaction at all, whereas a complex mega-environ-
among the genotypes, even though this difference was ment involves crossover GE interactions that are not
not large enough for Winchester to have a different repeatable over years. For a simple mega-environment,
winning cultivar CM401028 (Fig. 2B). Therefore, al- one or a few test sites would be sufficient for effective
though Winchester was different from the other three cultivar evaluation. For a complex mega-environment,
sites in differentiating the genotypes, we do not have a distinct test sites are required to select cultivars that are
strong case to conclude that it represents a different superior across the whole region over years.
mega-environment from the other sites. Fig. 2A indi- Based on the genotype by site relations of Fig. 1 and
cates that Winchester was significantly different from 2, the 2800 CHU area of Ontario seems to be a single
other sites for this subset of genotypes only in 1999, complex mega-environment, with Winchester as a unique
making it more doubtful that it represents a distinct test site. On the other hand, St. Pauls always grouped
mega-environment. Moreover, 20 genotypes were in together with at least one of the other sites, suggesting
common in the 11 trials of 1994 to 1996. When this that it provided no unique information on the genotype
balanced subset of data was analyzed similarly as for performances. Consequently, in future tests, Winchester
the 1997 to 99 subset, we saw little evidence that Win- should always be used as a test site but St. Pauls can
chester was different from the other three sites (results be removed from the test sites.
not shown).

It is possible that Winchester shared the same best Genotype by Trait Biplots and Trait Relationsperformer with other sites because the 28 genotypes in
Fig. 2 were selected based on average yield over the sites. The GT biplot for each of the six years, based on

Eq. [2], explained 52 to 63% the total variation of theGenotypes that had specific adaptation at Winchester
might have been discarded due to poor performance in standardized data (Fig. 3). This relatively low propor-

tion reflects the complexity of the relationships amongother sites. Indeed, the best performers at Winchester,
“23289901” in 1995 (Fig. 1B), and “9708038” in 1997 the measured traits. Nevertheless, the fundamental pat-

terns among the traits should be captured by the biplots(Fig. 1D), were not among the 28 genotypes presented
in Fig. 2. Therefore, it seems clear that Winchester was (Kroonenberg, 1995). In the GT biplot, a vector is drawn



Fig. 3. The yearly soybean genotype by trait biplots of 1994–1999. The traits are spelled out in lowercase letters, and each genotype is represented
by “c”. DTM � days to maturity, HEIGHT � Plant height, KW � 100 seed weight, LODG � lodging scores, OIL � percentage of oil,
PROTEIN � percentage of protein, YLD � seed yield, YOIL � oil yield per unit land area, and YPROT � protein yield per unit land area.
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Table 2. Correlation coefficients among soybean traits based on the 1999 data.

Protein Days to Lodging Seed
% Oil % Protein yield Oil yield maturity score Height weight

Yield �0.050 �0.077 0.949** 0.936** 0.260** 0.086 0.344** 0.080
%Oil �0.690** �0.265** 0.303** �0.115 �0.084 �0.084 �0.274**
%Protein 0.240** �0.316** 0.066 0.014 �0.005 0.177
Protein yield 0.812** 0.276** 0.084 0.333** 0.131
Oil yield 0.204* 0.053 0.293** �0.019
Days to maturity 0.059 0.451** 0.181
Lodging score 0.519** 0.184*
Height 0.210*

* Indicates significance at P � 0.05.
** Indicates significance at P � 0.01.

from the biplot origin to each marker of the traits to cates that RCAT9901 was better in oil concentration,
facilitate visualization of the relationships between and oil yield, seed yield, and protein yield, whereas ps78
among the traits. Provided that the biplot explained a was better in protein concentration and seed weight,
sufficient amount of the total variation, the correlation and was taller, later and more prone to lodge. Similarly,
coefficient between any two traits is approximated by RCAT9901 had a greater value than RCAT9801 in all
the cosine of the angle between their vectors. Thus, r � traits except oil concentration. ADV57151 was slightly
cos180� � �1, cos0� � 1, and cos90� � 0. better than PS78 in oil and protein content but had a

For all six years, the largest variation explained by lower value than PS78 on all other traits; PS63 had
the biplots came from seed yield, protein concentration, higher oil concentration but lower values on all other
oil concentration, oil yield, and protein yield, as indi- traits than ADV57151. Also analogous to the interpreta-
cated by the relative length of their vectors. It is the tion of the GGE biplot, Fig. 4 indicates that genotype
interrelationships among these traits that are most rele- RCAT9801 was highest in oil concentration, ADV57151
vant to soybean breeding. The most prominent relations was highest in protein concentration, RCAT9901 was
revealed by these biplots are: (i) a strong negative asso- highest in seed yield, oil yield, and protein yield, whereas
ciation between protein concentration and oil concen- PS78 was the tallest, the latest, most prone to lodging,
tration, as indicated by the large obtuse angles between and had the largest seed weight. The measured trait
their vectors, (ii) a near zero correlation between seed values of these vertex genotypes are presented in Table
yield and protein concentration and between seed yield 3 to validate the statements on the basis of the GT
and oil concentration, as indicated by the near perpen- biplot. A GT biplot may not accurately reflect the means
dicular vectors, and (iii) a positive association between as it did not explain all variation of the data but it
protein yield and oil yield, both being closely correlated displays the most important patterns of the data.
to seed yield, as indicated by the acute angles. Other The GT biplot can also be used to aid genotype selec-
relations revealed from the GT biplots include positive tion on the basis of multiple traits. Fig. 5A demonstrates
associations among seed yield, days to maturity, and the selection results based on seed yield by culling geno-
plant height. Thus, the GT biplots graphically display types that yielded below average. This was done by
the trait relations in soybean that are well-documented drawing a line that passes through the biplot origin and
elsewhere (Burton, 1991). The correlation coefficients the marker of seed yield, followed by drawing a line that
among the traits for 1999 indicate that the GT biplot passes through the biplot origin and is perpendicular to
correctly displays relationships among the traits that had the seed yield line. On the basis of biplot theory, if the
relatively large loadings on either PC1 or PC2 (Table 2). biplot sufficiently approximates the data, then geno-
Exact match is not to be expected however, because types that fell on the same side of the perpendicular
the biplot describes the interrelationships among all line as seed yield should have yielded above average,
traits on the basis of overall pattern of the data whereas whereas genotypes on the other side of the perpendicu-
correlation coefficients only describe the relationships lar line should have yielded below average. Fig. 5B pre-
between two traits. sents the results of culling genotypes that either had

below-average oil concentration or had below-average
Genotype by Trait Biplot as a Tool protein concentration. This selection scheme is obvi-

for Genotype Comparisons ously not a viable selection strategy since only a single
genotype was left and it had a below average yield. Fig.Figure 4 is an enhanced version of Fig. 3F to demon-
5C presents the results from independent culling on oilstrate that the GT biplot can be used to compare geno-
concentration and seed yield, in which all genotypestypes on the basis of multiple traits and to identify geno-
that had relatively high protein concentration were dis-types that are particularly good in certain aspects and
carded. Fig. 5D presents the results from independenttherefore can be candidates for parents in soybean
culling on protein concentration and seed yield, in whichbreeding. Analogous to the analysis of the GGE biplots
all genotypes that had relatively high oil concentrationin Fig. 1 and 2, a polygon was drawn on the GT biplot.
were discarded. Fig. 5E presents the results from inde-The perpendicular lines to the polygon sides facilitate
pendent culling on oil yield and protein yield. Fig. 5Ecomparison between neighboring vertex genotypes. Spe-

cifically, comparison between RCAT9901 and ps78 indi- is almost equivalent to putting results of Fig. 5C and
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Fig. 4. The polygon view of the genotype by trait biplot for 1999, demonstrating soybean genotype comparison on the basis of a GT biplot.
DTM � days to maturity, HEIGHT � Plant height, KW � 100 seed weight, LODG � lodging scores, OIL � percentage of oil, PROTEIN �
percentage of protein, YLD � seed yield, YOIL � oil yield per unit land area, and YPROT � protein yield per unit land area.

different mega-environment. Third, crossover GE inter-Fig. 5D together and is almost identical to selecting on
actions were rare among the three southwestern sites.the basis of yield alone (Fig. 5A). Therefore, selection
Particularly, site St. Pauls seldom provided unique in-on the basis of seed yield alone is the simplest and most
formation on genotype performance and seemed to beefficient strategy of selection, particularly in the early
a redundant test site. On the basis of these findings,stages of soybean breeding. Although oil and protein
the 2800 CHU area is a single mega-environment withconcentration are important aspects of soybean quality,
frequent crossover GE interactions. For reliable geno-selection on these traits could be deferred until a later
type evaluation, sites from both eastern (Winchester)stage.
and southwestern Ontario (Woodstock and Exeter) are
needed, but the St. Pauls site appears to be unnecessary.CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates that the GT biplot is an ex-
Applying the GGE biplot technique to the 1994 to cellent tool for visualizing genotype by trait data. First,

1999 soybean trials in the 2800 CHU area of Ontario it effectively reveals the interrelationships among the
led to the following conclusions. First, the GE interac- soybean traits. Second, it provides a tool for visual com-
tion was an important source of soybean yield variation parison among genotypes on the basis of multiple traits.
and there were clear crossover GE interactions each Third, it can be used in independent culling based on
year. Second, the eastern Ontario site Winchester was multiple traits and in comparing selection strategies.
frequently different from the three southwestern On- Based on the trait relationships, selection for seed yield
tario sites in differentiating soybean genotypes. This alone is not only the simplest, but also the most effective

strategy in the early stages of soybean breeding.difference, however, was not large enough to define a

Table 3. Measured values of various traits for selected soybean genotypes tested in 1999.

Seed Protein Days to Lodging 100 Seed
Cultivars Yield yield Oil yield maturity Protein Oil score Height weight

kg ha�1 % cm g
RCAT9801 3338 1288 741 116 38.6 22.2 1.5 81 18.2
RCAT9901 3662 1472 787 123 40.2 21.5 2.2 94 20.0
ADV57151 3001 1323 594 121 44.1 19.8 2.2 85 21.6
PS78 3344 1461 655 128 43.7 19.6 2.0 102 19.5
PS63 2468 1000 523 120 40.5 21.2 1.5 82 17.2
2702R 2844 1146 631 116 40.3 22.2 1.6 77 17.2



Fig. 5. Soybean Genotype selection on the basis of a GT biplot. (A) Selection on the basis of seed yield; (B) selection on the basis of oil and
protein concentration; (C) selection on the basis of oil concentration and seed yield; (D) selection on the basis of protein concentration and
seed yield; and (E) selection on the basis of oil yield and protein yield. DTM � days to maturity, HEIGHT � Plant height, KW � 100 seed
weight, LODG � lodging scores, OIL � percentage of oil, PROTEIN � percentage of protein, YLD � seed yield, YOIL � oil yield per
unit land area, and YPROT � protein yield per unit land area.
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